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Cookie Time Cow Bell 
Marketing Skills Activity

Girls will learn how to get the word out about cookies, with these parade worthy cow bells.

Ring in the cookie sales with this attention grabbing cow bell.   Having a parade?  Include 
cookie time bell ringers in your marching band.  Girls can use cookie message clip art, or design their 
own, to decorate these cute cow print bells.  Go green and use recycled pudding cups - or keep it 
simple and use disposable paper or plastic cups.

Supplies (per girl) 
 �   One single serve pudding cup (cleaned and dried), or one small white 
3 oz disposable bathroom drinking cup.  *Consider serving pudding cups 
with cookie pieces as toppings at your event, and then have girls clean and 
dry their cups (Girl Scout Camping style), to ready them for this craft.
 �   One pipe cleaner
 �   One bell (1/2 inch/13 mm OR 3/4 inch/20mm) 
 �    Markers (black plus several other colors) 
 �    Scisssors (and/or tape and/or glue)
 �    Cow bell clip art (print on adhesive stock to avoid need for glue or tape)
 �    One drill or other tool for making hole in center of the cups 
          (PUT THE HOLES IN THE CUPS PRIOR TO THE EVENT)

Instructions:
�    Provide each girl with a cup, pipe cleaner, and page of clipart.  Set out 
markers and scissors to share.
�    Show girls sample bells, or pictures of sample bells.
�    Invite girls to cut out their choice of clip art messaging and secure it to the 
front and back of the bell.  We recommend adhesive stock for the clip art.  If 
you print it on paper, note that tape may work better than glue, as school glue 
does not securely keep paper attached to plastic over time.
�    Use markers to draw cow spots on the bell to decorate around the clip art.
�    Thread the pipe cleaner through the bell, and scoot the bell to the center 
of the pipe cleaner.  Bend the pipe cleaner in half and twist it together for 
about 1” to 1-1/2”. (B)
�    Insert the two ends of the pipe cleaner into the hole in the cup, starting 
inside the cup and pushing them though - leaving twisted section with bell 
hanging inside the cup.  (C)
�    Form the pipe cleaner ends on the outside into a heart shape, twisting 
them together at the dip in the heart. (D)
�    Ring in the cookie sales with your new bell!

Pre-event Preparation:
�    Stack cups in about stacks of 5 or 10 and use a drill or other tool to 
make a hole in the bottom of the cup, at the center.  (A)
�    Print one set of cow bell clip art per girl, on adhesive backed paper.
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